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A worthy successor to her accomplished 2008 debut, ‘The White 

Road’ and Other Stories (reviewed in Flash, 3.2), Tania Hershman’s 

second collection comprises fifty-six quirky flashes that are as 

insightful as they are funny.  A number are deadly observations of 

our money-driven, celebrity-obsessed, reality-TV world, in which a 

brand can be worth a thousand words: Google, Coca-Cola, 

Tupperware, Monopoly (played, to great effect, in the London 

Underground), and high-end shoe-brand Manolo Blahnik are 

significant elements in Hershman’s exploration of the public’s 

desiring gaze, and of the individual’s desire to court such a gaze.  

Do not think, however, that this collection is frothy or 

inconsequential.  ‘The Google 250’ (reprinted below) demonstrates 

the collection’s deft application of deep shades to light canvases. 

My Mother Was an Upright Piano is at its strongest when 

dealing with matter, whether that takes the form of Google hits, 

neutrinos, or moths’ wings.  Hershman was previously a science 

journalist and is currently writer-in-residence at Bristol University’s 

Faculty of Science, and these influences are clear.  The constant 

spin and drift of the particles of the world – ‘sleeting’ is a repeated 

verb – infuse the stories with Hershman’s fascination with natural 

science.  Dust motes ‘dance and twirl’ (‘Vegetable, Mineral’), while 

neutrinos fizz and stream (‘The Mathematics of Sunshine’).  Forms 

are completed ‘In Triplicate’ and search results ‘roll in’ (‘The 

Google 250’), while one protagonist’s job is to ‘sift the flakes, all 

sizes there, from blanched moths up to carpets’ (‘Disease Relics’).  

The fact that she wants to label every flake is telling; constantly  



 

shifting multitudes should not, this collection suggests, preclude a 

sense of order and community. 

Indeed, community is another strong theme of the 

collection.  A chance meeting on the London Underground rings 

particularly true (‘At Camden Town He Said He Loved Me’), and I 

especially liked the conversation between a physicist and a painter: 

‘“What colour is an electron?” […] “Blue”’ (‘The Painter and the 

Physicist’).  As an assemblage of particles and people, Hershman’s 

latest collection is a refreshing take on the brief meetings, one-off 

connections, and partial viewpoints that are so often the subject of 

very short fictions.  
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